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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
elias has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We hope
that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cenaco
Cenaco, marrano, dirty. You've put as a cenacovas as a cenaco.Cenaco: Black sludge from decaying formed at the
bottom of ponds or rivers backwaters. Its origin can be MNE the swamp floor.

garapito
GARAPITOLa sale of the wine outside of the village, as well as the import of wine other peoples was engraved with the
tax called garapito. For his co-branza, came to auction the concession of garapitero.Each load of wine coming out of the
town, pay a sueldohttp://www.google.com/url?sa=t & rct = j & q = & esrc = s & source = web & cd = 4 & source = ved =
0CEAQFjAD & url = http://www.vianayborgia.es/bibliotecaPDFs/CUET-0079-0000-0279-0326.pdf & ei =
VwoWUrWGC8zBswbJk4GoBg & usg = AFQjCNHgC7_LBc-LlWTCAkxw5mSrmamR7A & sig2 = 38
Fcyum_lXvjtMIzoXCU8-oA; cad = rjaEl garapito was a tax on wine in Navarre and la Rioja.

garapito
Garapito or CARAPITO. Measure of capacity for liquids, also llamadacantaro. Normally referred always to wine
yequivalia 11, 77 current litres.The pitcher or carapito = 4 paddocks = 8 means scantlings = 16 pints = 32 half pints = 64
quarts source speech in the Ribera of Navarre, LUIS MARIA MARIN ROYO

malacate
Moldboard plow with a single grating large and animal traction, four or six horses, used to use the land to plant vines.
Word used in La Rioja, Spain

mambrú
Interestingly today I heard on the radio this word with the meaning it had when I was little, its meaning was more or less
the fool, was used in expressions as you aren't mambrú or mambrú than mambrú or go mambrú

pastrija
According to the dictionary " Spanish spoken in la rioja of jose Maria pastor white ( issues 2010 41 emilianeneses;
Pastrija in addition to deceit or false has the meaning of " habit or hobby to leave home and make abandon its
obligations to walk and talk on the street.


